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Summary

Background A neuroimaging-based biomarker termed the brain age is thought to reflect variability in the brain’s ageing process and predict longevity. Using Insight 46, a unique narrow-age birth cohort, we aimed to examine potential drivers and correlates of brain age.

Methods Participants, born in a single week in 1946 in mainland Britain, have had 24 prospective waves of data collection to date, including MRI and amyloid PET imaging at approximately 70 years old. Using MRI data from a previously defined selection of this cohort, we derived brain-predicted age from an established machine-learning model (trained on 2001 healthy adults aged 18–90 years); subtracting this from chronological age (at time of assessment) gave the brain-predicted age difference (brain-PAD). We tested associations with data from early life, midlife, and late life, as well as rates of MRI-derived brain atrophy.

Findings Between May 28, 2015, and Jan 10, 2018, 502 individuals were assessed as part of Insight 46. We included 456 participants (225 female), with a mean chronological age of 70·7 years (SD 0·7; range 69·2 to 71·9). The mean brain-predicted age was 67·9 years (8·2, 46·3 to 94·3). Female sex was associated with a 5·4-year (95% CI 4·1 to 6·8) younger brain-PAD than male sex. An increase in brain-PAD was associated with increased cardiovascular risk at age 36 years (β=2·3 [95% CI 1·5 to 3·0]) and 69 years (β=2·6 [1·9 to 3·3]); increased cerebrovascular disease burden (1·9 [1·3 to 2·6]); lower cognitive performance (β=−1·3 [−2·4 to −0·2]); and increased serum neurofilament light concentration (1·2 [0·6 to 1·9]). Higher brain-PAD was associated with future hippocampal atrophy over the subsequent 2 years (0·003 ml/year [0·000 to 0·006]) per 5-year increment in brain-PAD). Early-life factors did not relate to brain-PAD. Combining 12 metrics in a hierarchical partitioning model explained 33% of the variance in brain-PAD.

Interpretation Brain-PAD was associated with cardiovascular risk, and imaging and biochemical markers of neurodegeneration. These findings support brain-PAD as an integrative summary metric of brain health, reflecting multiple contributions to pathological brain ageing, and which might have prognostic utility.


Copyright © 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an Open Access article under the CC BY 4.0 license.

Introduction

Ageing is associated with substantial interindividual effects on function, morbidity, and mortality. A reliable cross-sectional metric that can quantify this variability—a measure of biological age—would be valuable both for clinical practice and research into longevity and ageing health. This metric could facilitate the monitoring of age-related changes beyond that captured by disease specific risk factors—ie, by incorporating mechanisms of decline due to both disease and typical ageing. Likewise, the metric could help to detect people who are ageing more rapidly than expected, before the onset of clinical manifestations; alongside being able to detect traits related to delayed ageing, cognitive maintenance, and longevity.

The concept of brain age examines biological ageing from a neuroanatomical perspective. Using machine learning to compare an individual’s structural magnetic resonance image (T1-weighted MRI) with a large reference dataset of healthy brains allows prediction of a biological brain age. This brain age measure can be subtracted from chronological age to determine the brain-predicted age difference (brain-PAD). Over and above associations with structural brain volumes, brain-PAD has been shown to predict 8-year mortality of 70-year-old individuals, and to be associated with physical function, risk of developing dementia, and neuropsychiatric diseases including Alzheimer’s disease, multiple sclerosis, and depression. Mid-life brain age
Research in context

Evidence before this study
We searched PubMed for studies published in English from inception up to Aug 9, 2021, using the key terms “brain-age”, “brain predicted age”, and “brain-predicted age difference”, in combination with “biological age” and “neurodegeneration”. Systematic reviews showed associations between brain-predicted age difference and genetic and fluid biomarkers of age-related diseases including Alzheimer’s disease, as well as mid-life risk for later cognitive dysfunction, and risk of 8-year mortality of 70-year-old individuals.

Added value of this study
This work extends previous research by applying brain age to a unique birth cohort study, ongoing for 72 years, with the rich life-course data showing that brain-predicted age difference (brain-PAD) associates with middle and later life metrics such as cardiovascular risk, rather than early-life and demographic measures. In addition, the study explored novel modalities, showing associations between brain-PAD and the blood-based biomarker serum neurofilament light, and the association of brain-PAD to subsequent regional brain atrophy over 2 years.

Implications of all the available evidence
Brain-PAD provides a single summary metric integrating brain decline due to diseases and normal ageing and it relates to a neurochemical marker of neurodegeneration. As a cross-sectional marker, brain-PAD might help to identify people at risk of future cognitive decline and poorer brain-health-related outcomes.

Childhood metrics and demographics
Childhood cognitive ability was assessed at age 8 years by combining four tests of verbal and non-verbal ability into a Z score standardised over the full NSHD cohort. If data were missing, the equivalent score was taken from age 11 years (or age 15 years if both metrics were missing). Adult socioeconomic position was defined as non-manual or manual, on the basis of the occupation between the ages of 15 and 53 years, according to the UK Registrar General’s Classification of Occupations. Educational attainment was defined as the highest qualification by age 26 years, divided into three categories: none attempted; vocational or GCSE; and A level or higher. Smoking status was assessed via questionnaire at age 68 years (or, if that data were missing, at age 60–64 years) and divided into three categories: never smoked, ex-smoker, or current smoker.

Midlife factors
A clinic-based Framingham Heart Study Cardiovascular Risk Score (FRS) was derived at multiple times during the life course. The FRS incorporates age, sex, systolic blood pressure, antihypertensive medication use, BMI, diabetes history, and smoking status to estimate a 10-year risk of a major cardiac event. Previous studies of the Insight 46 cohort have shown that FRS at age 36 years has the greatest effect on brain volume and white matter hyperintensity (WMH) volume in later life. Given this finding, we studied FRS at age 36 years and concurrently with the imaging assessments, to capture a broader range of vascular risk factors.
Contemporaneous factors
All participants had a clinical assessment between May 28, 2015, and Jan 10, 2018, at University College London, UK. Age was defined as age at the time of brain imaging, or, if no scan was undertaken, then age at the time of blood test. Height was measured by a study doctor.

Imaging was performed and analysed as previously described and as detailed in the appendix (p 1), including MRI measures of cross-sectional brain volumes and WMH volume, and direct measures of brain volume change between baseline and the repeat scan 2 years later, assessed using the boundary shift integral.13,16 Fibrillar amyloid β was quantified following injection of 370 MBq [¹⁸F] florbetapir (Avid Radiopharmaceuticals, Philadelphia, PA, USA) amyloid β-PET ligand with generation of a global standardised uptake value ratio (SUVR) using an eroded white matter reference region defined using a Gaussian mixed model using the package version 1.0, regression, implemented in the brainageR software or 17 centiloids. A radiologist assessed the images for distribution as a cutoff: equivalent to an SUVR of 0·671, 99th percentile of the lower (amyloid negative) group. Contemporaneous factors included trauma brain injury or major neurosurgery (n=2), Alzheimer's disease and epilepsy (n=1), clinical diagnosis of stroke or radiological evidence of cortical stroke (n=17), and radiological features of multiple sclerosis (n=3), myotonic dystrophy (n=1), Parkinson's disease (n=2), Parkinson’s disease and epilepsy (n=1), clinical diagnosis of stroke or radiological evidence of cortical stroke (n=17), and traumatic brain injury or major neurosurgery (n=2).

APOE ε4 status (non-carrier vs carrier) was measured at age 53 years by genotyping two single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), rs439358 and rs7412. DNA from each participant was extracted by standard methods and genotyped using the NeuroX2 (Infinium NeuroConsortium Array; Illumina, San Diego, USA) and DrugDev genomic arrays (Infinium DrugDev NeuroConsortium Array; Illumina, San Diego, USA) methods and genotyped using the NeuroX2 DNA platform (appendix p 1). Non-fasted serum samples for blood-based biomarker detection were collected at age 70 years via peripheral venepuncture, and serum neurofilament light (NFL) concentrations were assessed in duplicate using the Simoa immunoassay NF-Light kits (Quanterix; Billerica, MA, USA).

Figure 1: Study profile
AD=Alzheimer’s disease. BSI=boundary shift integral. FEV₁=forced expiratory volume. IQ=intelligence quotient. NFL=neurofilament light. QC=quality control. *Included 41 participants with major brain disorders: dementia (n=2), psychiatric disorder requiring antipsychotic treatment or electroconvulsive shock therapy (n=4), radiological evidence of possible brain malignancy (n=1), hepatic encephalopathy (n=1), clinical diagnosis or radiological features of multiple sclerosis (n=3), myotonic dystrophy (n=1), Parkinson's disease (n=2), Parkinson’s disease and epilepsy (n=1), clinical diagnosis of stroke or radiological evidence of cortical stroke (n=17), and traumatic brain injury or major neurosurgery (n=2).
Grip strength was measured in kg at age 69 years using a Jamar Plus + Digital Hand dynamometer (Rolyyn Prest, Colorado, USA), taken as the maximum of four attempts. Forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV₁) was assessed at age 60–64 years as the maximum score of at least two values between 0·3 L and 0·9 L, where the difference between the values was less than 0·3 L. Walking speed was assessed at age 69 years as the average time taken from two attempts to walk 10 m.

Adult cognition was assessed using the Preclinical Alzheimer Cognitive Composite Score (PACC) comprising the Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE), Digit-Symbol Substitution test from the Weschler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised, the Logical Memory IIa from the Wechsler Memory Scale-Revised, and the 12 item Alzheimer’s Polygenic Risk Score (Z score).
Face–Name test. Z scores for each of these four tests were averaged to derive the PACC. Dementia status was assigned by expert consensus on the basis of clinical history, informant history, and MMSE score of less than 26.

**Statistical analysis**

Using brain-PAD values as outcomes, statistical analysis was undertaken in R 4.1.0. Statistical significance was set at p<0·05. Multivariable linear regression was used to assess relationships between all predictors and brain-PAD; where relevant, continuous variables were scaled to Z scores to facilitate comparisons. The models used and metrics included are summarised in the appendix (p 8). Independent models were defined for each of the demographic, life course, imaging, biomarker, cognitive, physical, and cardiovascular risk variables, using brain-PAD as the outcome measure, and the respective variable as a predictor. Models incorporating life course and demographic factors, blood biomarkers, WMH, and amyloid imaging were covaried for sex. Cardiovascular risk models were covaried for socioeconomic status. For variables where we observed the potential for outliers to influence results (serum NFL, FRS at age 36 years, and hippocampal boundary shift integral), robust regression was used. Models assessing whole brain, hippocampal, ventricular, and WMH MRI volumes were covaried for total intracranial volume (TIV) and sex. The PACC model used sex, socioeconomic status, childhood cognition, and educational attainment as covariates, as these have previously been shown to be statistically significant contributors. Physical metrics were covaried with sex. FEV1 was additionally covaried for smoking status and height, and walking speed was covaried for height. Examination of residuals was performed to confirm model fits. Hierarchical partitioning of variance was applied to a linear regression on brain-PAD to assess unique and shared variance associated with 12 predictor variables: age, sex, childhood cognition, socioeconomic status, FRS at ages 36 and 69 years, PACC, amyloid SUVR, serum NFL, TIV, whole brain volume (WBV), and WMH volume. Finally, separate linear regressions were used to assess whether baseline brain-PAD related to subsequent rates of change in whole brain, ventricular, and total hippocampal volume, adjusted for sex and TIV, and in a sensitivity analysis for WBV. These final models included change in volume (mL) as the outcome, scan interval in years as the explanatory variable, and interactions between scan interval and the predictor of interest (ie, baseline brain-PAD) and each covariate. In Insight 46, chronological age at time of assessment is affected by order of participant recruitment; therefore sensitivity analysis was conducted using all relevant models with chronological age included as a covariate.

**Role of the funding source**

The funders of the study had no role in study design, data collection, analysis, or interpretation, or writing of the report.

**Results**

456 (91%) of 502 participants recruited to Insight 46 were included in the study on the basis of having complete imaging, serum NFL, and APOE data (figure 1, table). 415 (91%) of these participants were cognitively typical with no major brain disorder. Subsamples were used for specific analyses where data were missing (figure 1). Comparison of participants included in the study with those excluded (n=46) show no overt differences in age, sex, and demographic metrics (appendix p 4). Despite a very narrow chronological age range of 2·6 years (69·3–71·9 years, SD 0·7), reflecting participants’ age at assessment for Insight 46 (the timeframe required for data collection),
brain-predicted age ranged from 46·3 to 94·3 years (SD 8·2 years; figure 2A). Mean brain-predicted age was 67·9 years, 2·8 years younger than the mean chronological age.

The mean brain-predicted age for female participants was 5·4 years (95% CI 4·1–6·8) younger than male participants (65·2 vs 70·6 years; figure 2B, figure 3), after adjustment for chronological age. Given this finding, sex was included as a covariate in relevant subsequent models. There were no significant associations between brain-predicted age and other childhood or demographic factors, including childhood cognitive performance, education level, or socioeconomic status (appendix p 9; p>0·05 in all tests).

The midlife metric of cardiovascular risk was assessed using FRS at age 36 years in 411 participants (appendix p 9), where robust regression showed that, at this age, every 1 SD increase in FRS corresponded with a 2·3-year increase in brain-PAD (95% CI 1·5–3·0; figure 3A). FRS score at age 69 years (443 participants) showed a similar association, with every 1 SD increase in FRS correlating with a 2·6-year older brain-PAD (95% CI 1·9–3·3), despite FRS at age 69 years showing substantially greater variability (SD 13·45) than at age 36 years (SD 1·74; table; figures 3A, 4A). Sensitivity analyses showed that these associations remained when whole brain volume was added as a covariate (appendix p 7).

Exploring genetic markers relating to Alzheimer’s disease, there was no association between brain-PAD and APOE ε4 carrier status (456 participants; β=0·6 years [95% CI –1·0 to 2·3]) or Alzheimer’s disease Polygenic Risk Score (426 participants; β=–0·3 years [–1·0 to 0·5]). Similarly, contemporaneous biomarkers of Alzheimer’s disease did not show a significant association with brain-PAD. Although only three participants at the time of study fulfilled criteria for dementia, there was an expected range of fibrillar amyloid β deposition (SUVR) on [¹⁸F]florbetapir PET scan (appendix p 8); 18% of participants were classified as amyloid β positive. Neither amyloid deposition nor amyloid status were significantly associated with brain-PAD in this cohort: [¹⁸F] florbetapir SUVR was associated with β=0·4 years (95% CI –0·3 to 1·1), and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>Sex (reference: female)</th>
<th>5·4 (4·1 to 6·8)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Childhood cognition</td>
<td>Childhood IQ (Z score)</td>
<td>0·8 (0·1 to 1·8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Education level (reference: none attempted)</td>
<td>1·0 (–1·2 to 3·0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vocational or GCSE A level or higher</td>
<td>1·0 (–1·0 to 3·0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Socioeconomic status (reference: manual social class)</td>
<td>1·8 (–0·1 to 3·7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular risk</td>
<td>FRS age 36 years (Z score)</td>
<td>2·3 (1·5 to 3·0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FRS age 69 years (Z score)</td>
<td>2·6 (1·9 to 3·3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetics</td>
<td>APOE ε4 carrier</td>
<td>0·6 (–0·3 to 0·5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AD polygenic risk score (Z score)</td>
<td>0·4 (–0·3 to 1·1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood and imaging biomarkers</td>
<td>Serum NFL (Z score)</td>
<td>1·2 (0·6 to 1·9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Positive amyloid status (reference negative)</td>
<td>0·6 (–1·2 to 2·4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Florbetapir SUVR (Z score)</td>
<td>0·4 (–0·3 to 1·1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognition</td>
<td>PACC (Z score)</td>
<td>1·3 (–2·4 to 0·2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comorbidities (reference: absent)</td>
<td>Major brain disorder</td>
<td>2·8 (0·3 to 5·2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical metrics</td>
<td>FEV₁ (Z score)</td>
<td>0·3 (–0·8 to 1·4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grip strength (Z score)</td>
<td>–0·2 (–1·3 to 0·9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walking speed (Z score)</td>
<td>–0·0 (–0·7 to 0·7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>MRI volumes</td>
<td>Decreased brain-PAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole brain (Z score)</td>
<td>-3·8 (–5·2 to –2·3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMH (Z score)</td>
<td>1·9 (1·3 to 2·6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventricles (Z score)</td>
<td>0·4 (–0·3 to 1·2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hippocampi (Z score)</td>
<td>0·0 (–0·8 to 0·8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Associations of childhood and midlife, contemporaneous, and imaging factors with brain-PAD

Forest plots show results of individual linear regression models of brain-PAD, plotting β coefficients in years (95% CI) with values listed to the right. For continuous variables, a 1 SD increase in the Z score of interest is associated with a β year increase in brain-PAD. (A) Association of demographic, childhood, midlife, and contemporaneous factors with brain-PAD. Models incorporating life course and demographic factors, blood biomarkers, WMH, and amyloid imaging were covaried for chronological age and sex. The PACC model was covaried for chronological age, sex, socioeconomic status, childhood cognition, and education attainment. Cardiovascular risk models were covaried for socioeconomic status. (B) Structural MRI metrics associating with brain-PAD. Models assessing structural MRI factors were covaried for TIV, age, and sex. Serum NFL and Framingham risk at age 36 years were assessed using robust regression. AD=Alzheimer’s disease. Brain-PAD=brain-predicted age difference. FEV₁=forced expiratory volume. FRS=Framingham risk score. IQ=intelligence quotient. NFL=neurofilament light. PACC=Preclinical Alzheimer’s Cognitive Composite Score. SUVR=standardised uptake value ratio. TIV=total intracranial volume. WMH=white matter hyperintensity.
amloid positive status was associated with $\beta=0.6$ years ($-1.2$ to $2.4$).

There was evidence of an association between brain-PAD and the blood-based biomarker serum NFL: robust linear regression showed that 1 SD decrease in serum NFL was associated with a 1.2-year increase in brain-PAD (95% CI 0.9–1.9; appendix p 8). We observed no differences between participants who were outliers in NFL and the remainder of the cohort, including in rate of major brain disorders and brain volume (appendix p 3).

An older brain-PAD was associated with poorer cognitive performance, with every SD decrease in PACC score being associated with a 1.3-year increase in brain-PAD (95% CI $-2.4$ to $-0.2$; figure 3A, appendix p 9). 41 (9%) of 456 participants in the study had a major brain disorder: three with dementia; three with Parkinson’s disease; 17 with stroke; ten with other neurological conditions; four with psychiatric disorders; three with a traumatic or neurosurgical condition; and one with a systemic condition (figure 1). These brain-related comorbidities were associated with brain-PAD: the presence of one of these disorders was associated with a 2.8-year increase in brain-PAD (95% CI 0.3 to 5.2; figure 3A, appendix p 9). Although brain-PAD has previously been associated with physical performance—including FEV$_1$, grip strength, and walking speed—in 70-year-olds, none of these factors showed an association with brain-PAD (figure 3A; appendix p 9).

Exploring structural imaging metrics, an older brain-PAD was associated with a smaller whole brain volume and a greater WMH burden (figure 3B). There was no association between brain-PAD and ventricular or hippocampal volume.

Using hierarchical partitioning of variance, we explored the independent contribution of 12 metrics—selected on the basis of effect size in univariate analysis—to the variance seen in brain age (figure 4). Combining these variables in a single linear regression model gave an adjusted $R^2$ of 0.33 in brain-PAD.

In the 345 participants who had an interval scan and did not have dementia, brain-PAD was associated with future rate of hippocampal atrophy: for every 5-year increment in baseline PAD, rates of atrophy increased by 0.003 mL/year (95% CI 0.000 to 0.006; figure 5). This finding was consistent when the model was additionally adjusted for whole brain volume ($\beta=0.003$ mL/year per 5-year increment in baseline PAD [0.000 to 0.006]). There was also a directionally consistent relationship between brain PAD and whole brain atrophy rate (0.16 mL/year per 5-year increment in baseline PAD [0.06 to 0.38]), and ventricular enlargement rate (0.03 mL/year per 5-year increment in baseline PAD [0.03 to 0.09]).

**Discussion**

Using the brain age concept to model biological age, we found that brain-PAD, a single summary metric derived from structural neuroimaging, varies substantially in a narrow age range cohort of older adults. This variability was mechanistically and functionally meaningful, relating to key measures of age-related brain pathology (eg, serum NFL and WMH burden), pre-existing brain diseases, and correlating with cognitive performance. Although brain-PAD was highly correlated with structural brain volume, hierarchical partitioning shows that multiple examined metrics independently contributed to the variance seen in brain-PAD. In addition, brain-PAD was associated with hippocampal atrophy over the following 2-year period. Previous studies have linked brain-PAD with subsequent cognitive decline, dementia, and mortality; however, this is the first study to our knowledge to show the association with brain imaging changes over such a short follow-up period. Although still preliminary, this finding has potential clinical implications—it, for early identification of people at risk of accelerated ageing, and introduction of early prevention strategies.

Mean brain age was younger than mean chronological age in this study, in keeping with previous observations that Insight 46 participants have relatively better health and cognitive function compared with the wider NSHD cohort. This difference might be partly due to retention bias in the cohort, which has previously been explored,” and due to regression-to-the-mean within the brain age model.” The lower brain age seen in female participants aligns with previous brain age research,” and is compatible with previous studies of this cohort where female participants were found to cognitively outperform male participants.” This difference might also reflect sex differences in life expectancy in the general UK population at age 65 years, where women survive a mean 2-3 years longer than men.
Existing studies have linked socioeconomic status and childhood cognition with both later life cognitive function\(^{26,27}\) and WMH burden.\(^{28,29}\) Despite these links, brain-PAD was not correlated with prospectively measured childhood assessments in this study, possibly due to the size of the cohort or retention bias in those participants still active in the study. However, the significant association with middle and later life assessments suggests that brain age can capture brain changes that accumulate with ageing; in this case, known life course risk factors for dementia, and imaging features of cerebrovascular pathology. These associations do not extend to the Alzheimer’s disease-specific marker of fibrillar amyloid deposition, probably reflecting the largely presymptomatic status of this cohort, and the possibility that the cohort is underpowered to show small to medium size effects. However, the above associations—along with the findings that major brain disorders are associated with brain age—display the utility of brain-PAD as a non-specific metric of a range of brain pathologies. Further variance in brain-PAD might be explained by other pathologies not measured here, including tau, TAR DNA-binding protein 43, and α-synuclein.

The relationship between brain-PAD and NFL is notable. NFL is an easily accessible marker of neuroaxonal degeneration, elevated both in the CSF and serum in patients with various neurodegenerative and neurological diseases, and associated with future brain atrophy, mortality, and cognitive decline with longitudinal assessment.\(^{30,31}\) NFL also increases with age in healthy individuals. Brain-PAD is an alternative cross-sectional marker that increases with typical and disease-driven ageing, suggesting that common processes might drive changes in both measures. Mechanistically, NFL release is thought to reflect damage to large myelinated axons in the central or peripheral nervous system.\(^{32}\) It is likely that common mechanisms might underpin the age-related changes in NFL and brain-predicted age. Avenues for further investigation include more detailed tractography-based analysis of white matter changes, regional brain age analysis focusing on white matter tracts, and corresponding regional gene expression.

This study has several strengths. Participants in the study cohort were recruited at birth during a single week, and are broadly representative of those born in mainland Britain at this time. These participants have been assessed prospectively throughout their lives, allowing robust

Figure 5: Associations of brain-PAD with brain atrophy rates over the subsequent 2 years
Scatter plots show relationship of baseline brain-predicted age with boundary shift integral (mL volume change per year) for whole brain (A), hippocampi (B), and ventricles (C). Scatter plots show the raw data, the green line is the line of best fit from the regression model (adjusted for sex and total intracranial volume), and the shaded area represents 95% CI. Brain-PAD=brain predicted age difference.
comparisons of metrics throughout the life course. As has been previously discussed, the generalisability of the study is limited by the cohort consisting entirely of white British participants, reflecting the ethnic homogeneity of the British population in 1946. This homogeneity, along with previously reported recruitment and retention biases in Insight 46 (eg, higher educational attainment, non-manual socioeconomic position, and better self-rated health),31 limit generalisability, especially for early life metrics, which will be most affected by cohort attrition. Retention bias might also account for the reason the model was not able to replicate associations with physical health metrics, including grip strength, walking speed, and lung function, which have been seen in a different cohort using a similar brain age model.32 Replication in more diverse populations and in cohorts of different ages is required before the findings can be confirmed. The short follow-up period between scans might also limit power for the atrophy-related metrics, as typical age-related volume decrease might be subtle. Comparisons across analyses were limited by data availability, leading to inconsistent sample sizes in the various models. As we aimed to explore the multiple potential contributions to brain ageing, rather than the factors showing the most influence, we chose not to correct for multiple comparisons, which would probably increase type II errors. Although the chosen approach might increase the number of type I errors, we opted to use it to identify potential avenues for future research.33 The current brain age model uses T1-weighted MRI, so only reflects variability in brain structure and volume, and is not driven by patterns of WMHs, iron deposition, or axonal degeneration. Alternative brain ages using T2-weighted or diffusion-weighted MRI are available,34,35 although T1-weighted MRI has consistently shown very accurate age prediction and is highly reliable.36 Moreover, since T1-weighted MRI has been validated far more extensively,37 our results can be readily compared with most of the brain age literature. In this study, brain age was assessed at a single timepoint to reflect how it might be used clinically: as a cross-sectional measure indexing multiple aspects of brain health into a summary metric. A further longitudinal study following changes in brain age would be of interest and will be the subject of future work.

We have shown that brain-PAD relates to both general and disease-specific contributions to age-related brain changes, including multiple brain imaging metrics and life course metrics. Further exploration entails longitudinal follow-up, which is currently underway with phase 3 of the Insight 46 study, with more detailed cognitive, imaging, and biomarker assessment. Additionally, 30% of participants have consented to post-mortem brain examinations. Crucially, these longitudinal assessments will allow further exploration of the brain age concept and its potential use as a means of integrating the effects of a range of pathologies and predicting future decline.
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